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HE recent pnst has seen the emergence of a
new neurology. Where there had becn a
concentration of effort to clarify sensory
mechanisms there is now an emphasis on inform;ition processing; where there had been a focus of
research activity in the field of neuroendocrinc
mechanisms, there is now an interest in the process
of' control. Not that research in sensory and
humoral mechanisms has laggen: Quite thI' contrary, these efforts have been multiplied. But at
the same time, a winer awareness has been achievcd:
Detailed analyses of sensory and neuroendocrine
processes now serve as modcls in miniature of a
wider range of neural mechanisms. What I want
to' examine today is the impact which these data
on neural information processing and conI 1'01 might
have for our views of emotion.
E~lOTION ANn TilE NEU(WllUMORS

Historically, emotion was conceived to result
from the action of drculating humors and other
visceral functions. The historical view has been
brought into the present by the attested effectiveness of psychotropic drugs and the role of brain
amines in determining states of sleep, wakefulness,
and alertness. True, crucial changes from the
Jamesian position have been necessary: Circulating
humors come up against the blood-brain barricr
and so are often ineffective centrally. To he active
humors must often be synthcsized from substrate
by the brain itself. But the brain's capacity to do
this has been amply nemonstrated: Norepinephrine,
serotonin, histamine, dopamine and, y-bulyric acid
(GABA) are assuming larger and more specific
roles in our knowledge of the determinanfs of the
predispositions to behavior (Schildknltlt &. Kefy,
1967).
The amines do not exhaust the list of brain secretions which alter the psychological statr amI thus
behavior. A group of it~ yet chrmically unidentified
t Invited ~ddrcss prcscnted ~t thc mceting of thc Ea<lcrn
Psychological Association, Boston, April 1%7.

"releasers" i~ seerelrd into the venous portal system
which bathes the brain's base where it joins the
pituitary-the master endocrine gland which controls Ihe secretions of the other endocrine glands
by way of its own (Harris, 1960).
Neuro~rcretory activity of' 'this sort fs' 'found
spotted throughout the core structmes of the diencephalon and the mesencephalon: frolll the infundibululll in the hypothalamic region to the locus
ceruleus of the pons (e.g., louvet, 1967).
These core struelures of the nervous system displ<ty itn additional property: They are sensitive to
a vitriefy of chemical a.gents. From front to back,
receptor sites have been identified itS sensitive to
estrogenic steroids; circulating glucose, amino acid,
or a derivative; osmotic equilibrium of electrolytes;
androgenic and adrenal steroids (Davidson, Jones,
&. Levine, 1965), acetylcholine, epinephrine, and
the partial pressme of CO 2 (l'ribram, 1960).
Through complex reciprocal interrelationships of
hormones distributed by the circulation to and from
target organs and possibly through cenfral integrative effeels of the cholinergic and adrenergic sensitivities, these neurosecretary and receptor mechanismsare equilibrated into physiological systems,
each of which determines one or another psycholWdcal predisposition. These systems are the determinus of mood--Cannon'~ homeostafs hrought
up-to-dafe. They constitute Ihe seryomechanisms
of phy~iolngic<ll drive, the' background " n~a'inst
which breathing. eating, drinking, sleeping, alerting, sexual. and maternitl behaviors arc initiated
and conslltnated.
l\[EMORV ,\Nfl THE HOMEOSTATS

In the days when nemophysiology was primarily
concerned with sensory ann with humoral mechanisms, it was easy to claim that prrceptual processes
stemmed from an elaboration of sensory' mechanisms whilr the process of motivation and emotion
were elaborations of humoral mechanisllls. Were
this possible today T would not need to Illitkc this
prescntation.
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The problem is Ihi~. Observers of, and experimenters with, the human scene repealedly lint! as
inadequate a neuroendocrine-based approach to
motivation and emotion. The thrill of discovery,
the disappointment of failure, the joy of sensing, the
gloom of separation-these experiences seem distant
from the core homcost at s just described.
Schachter's (Schachter &. Singer, PHi2) experiments delineate the problem. Four groups of students arc asked to take an examination. Two
groups lake it in a socially hostile, two in a socially friendly, environment. In each setting, onc
group receives an injection of epinephrine, the ot her
a control injection of normal saline solution. The
students relate their experience. The hostile set ling
hred hostility, the friendly setting produced friendly
feelings, as' expected. The effect of epinephrine
was unexpected, however. The drug produced an
enh'lI1cement of both friendly and 'host ilc feelings.
Whatever the physiological stale produced by the
injection, its label was determined by the sellingby the student's perceptions of his social environment.
Schachter's (in press) more recent experimental
results support the earlier ones. The control of
human eating behavior is now under scrutiny.
Schachter found that two classes of variables determine when eating occurs: internal and external.
1\Iost eating takes place when both sets of variables
coincide to produce drive and opportunity jointly.
By his usual ingenious and sometimes somewhat
fiendish techniques, Schachter has dissociated the
occasions 'when neurohumoral stimuli are maximal
from those when opportunity beckons. He has
shown that the obese among us rarely fail to heed
the call of opportunity, irrespective of humoral
state-the more usual response of the average person is to forgo food "unless it's time to eat."
"Unless it's time to eat." This phrase encapsulates the first of the issues I want to emphasize here.
One is prepared to eat, predisposed to cat, by the
workings of the homeostatic mechanism. But this
mechanism is tuned by experience; its bias is adjusted to operate around a set point established
by previous experience much as the behavior of
the home heating plant is constantly determined
by the hias or setting of the thermostat. Experience, memory, is involwd in the operation of thl'
system-even when the system is hllllloralJy operated. For the obese, memory is also involved,
but instead of humoral stimuli, gustatory and 01-

factory ~Iimuli form the basis of the motivating
renwl11berances. And lest you think the motivation
of the ohese is so completely different from that of
the norl11al you and me, just forget the weight bit;
go on a trip-preferahly on an unlimited budget
----sayan ocean voyage, the M nnich heer parlors,
the Vienese coffee houses, and the Provencal restaurants, and weigh in on your return. Especially
i r you arc o\'cr 35 years old.
Nor have aninl:ll studies Iw('n unconcerned with
this problem: The l11ult iplic;11 ion of drive names of
which curiosity is the most ubiquitous attests to
the need for a wider base for motivation and
emotion.
SENSORY SEnVOMECHANISl\IS

"The time to . . ." provides this base. Essenlia lIy, experience builds wit hin the organism a set
of expectancies, neuronal models of the events experienced. Until recently a cognitive term such as
"expectancy" had little to support it in the way of
hard neurological fact. This has changed radicalJy
wilh Sharpless' and Jasper's (1956) and 80kolov's
(1%0) classical demonstrations that orienting and
dishahituation occur whenever a repetitiously experienced configuration of input is changed along
any of its parameters. Utilizing the behavioral
(eye movemen ts, ear flicks, and body orientation),
the -electroneural (EEG, low voltage fast activity
in iscortex and theta activity in the hippoca~pus),
and psychophysiological (GSR, change in heart
and respiratory rates) responses, investigations of
the neurology of novelty',: tlle"ba.'sisof "interest,"
have confirmed and amplified the earlier conclusion. (Bagshaw, Kimble, &. Pribram, 1965; Grueninger, Kimble, Grueninger, & Levine, 1965; Haider,
Spong, &. Lindsley, 1964; Kimble, Bagshaw, &
f'rihram, 1965; Thompson &. Spencer, 1966.)
These studies are important here because they
suggest that some form of "homeostatic" servoprocess is operative with regard to sensory, as well
as with regard to humoral, mechanisms. The ((expeeled" forms the background,lheset point against
which the novel is matched. Indeed, the retina
provides a model which shows just how apt this
extension of homeostat theory is.
The observation that a stabilized image fades
rapidly h:ls been all ribut cd to reI inal adaptation.
t\rlaptation, in turn, was for m:lny years attributed
simply to the bleaching of photochemical substances
in the receptors. J\lore recently this view has beel1
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slat or ~ervolllechanism. In fael, the experiments
jusl descrihed nrc lIsllnlly put inlo the context of
a "sensilivity" or "gain" control mechanism for
60
the sensory process.
Ret inal ndaptalion can be. CQllceiyed . of ns a
model in minintme of the process of haJ)it·uation.
The H'cent elegnnt studies of Richard Thompson
and Spencer (J 901i) on habitualion lend to support
such a view: They found a response decrement to
40
occur in afferent spinal channels only when muHinemonal pathways were involved. Their studies
RESPONSE
demonst ra ted furt her that some form of semiGSR
pernwn('nt memory like depression or desensitization of the synaptic process is apparently involved,
20
and that this depression cumulates when many
synapses are concerned with the behavior which
becomes hahituated.
The point to be made, then, is thaI sensory as
well as hUl110ral mechanisms are organizell along
homcosf a Iic 1ilH's---that expecta finn, hasen on the
o
2
J
4
5 mechanism of hahituation, serves as the stable
background agilinst which sensory stimuli arc
10 TRIAL BLOCKS
matched
or appraised as filmiliar or novel. Thus,
Fw. I. Thi~ :lIId the following figure are exam(lle~ of
humornl
rind
sensory mechanisl11s are found 10 be
the differential impairment of cOl11ponent~ of the oricnting
reaction following amygdaledomy in monkcys.
(This
special crises of ubiCJuitous neural servoprocesses
figure shows the ah~cncc of the C;SR componcnt. Othcr
which any theory of emotions has to take into acstudies have ~hown the GSR to he intact in other ~itlla
coun!.
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tions, e.g., thresholrl to ~hock-Hagshaw et aI.,
Grueninger et aI., 1965, Kimhle et al., 1965.)
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EMOTION, AROUSAL, AND UNCE'RTAINTY

challenged and, on the basis of sturlies using microelectrodes, the electroretinogram, and the electron
microscope, adaptation has heen shown to depend
as well on feedback hel ween elements of a pool of
retinal neurons-amacrine and bipolar cells (Dowling, 1967). The threshold of a part of Ihe visual
receptive field of a single ganglion cell (as determined with a microeleetrode) becomes adapted
when another part of the receptive field has been
iJltiminated. Some kind of retinal interaction must
be going on to account for this effect. Where it is
that the interaction takes place has been narrowed
by the use of eleetroretinograms made up of several
waves-of which the B wave parallels psychophysical adaptation yet remains undisturbed when
the optic nerve is cut and the retinal ganglion cells
are allowed to degenrrntc.
Finally, elcctromicroscopy has revenled dOllhle
contacts between bipolar and amacrine cells which
could well function as the site of the feedback
which makes of retinal adaptation a typical homeo-

So far, the concern has been with an initiating,
homeoslat iclike process which is stimulus nerived
EAR MOVEMENTS
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2. Thi~ figure shows that ear movemrnts dl~play
the normal oriPnting and hahitualion curves whell monkeys
are reprlitiou~ly rxpo~erl to tone heeps just as in the I'Xperiment. whieh produced the GSR cun'r~ in Figure 1.
(Sec lext for other component di~~ociatiolls in lhi~ ~itua
tion.)
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and memory based. There is a good deal of evidence that even this initiating process is not a
simple one. Studies performed in any Inboralory
(Bagshaw el aI., 1965; Grueninger et aI., 1965;
Kimble et aI., t 965) using frontolimhic brain
lesions, have succeeded in teasing apart at least
two components of the orienting reaction: One
component is an indicator of searching and sampling; the' other component is manifest when a
novelty is registered. Only after such registration
does habituation occur. The indicators of registration are the presence of a GSR, shortened latency
of onset of low voltage fast activity in the EEG, a
disruption of the respiratory rhythm and a speeding of the heart rate. All of these indicators have
been used to define arousal.
And so the argument comes around to an examination of the second major view of the emotional process, vi7.., (hat emotion (Iepends on the
mechanism of arousal. The experill1('ntal results
just mentioned thus raise the question of when
arousal leads to registration, habituation, and
memory formation anti when arousal leads to disruption. The classical answer has heen (Hebh,
1955; Lindsley, 1951) that the omOllllt of arousal
determines its outcome. The evidence for this view
has been marshalled so repeatedly that it need not
be mentioned here. What can be added is that, on
the basis of the evidence obtained in the studies of
the orienting reaction, "amount" is shown to be
dependent on experiential organi7.ation, on the configuration of the expectancies challenged by the
,novel input. "Amount" is tllttS viewed as amounl
of match and mismatch between configurations, not
as an amount of excitation or energy available to
the neurobehavioral system.
It is the distribution of excitation which is altered-and further: The amount of change can be
measured as information. Habituation reflects redundancy; novelt.y indicates information and uncertainty. The expectancy-novelty process Illay thus
be conceptua1i7.ed as a mapping of intensity into a
spatial neural dimension, an image out of which interest is engendered. But more of this later.
The "amount" referred to by arousal or activation theorists has, according to this analysis, been
to some extent misidentified. Amount of arousal,
amount of activation, is not to be conceived as some
quantitative change in intensity, in energy 1(','Vrl
in the central nervous system, but as a change in
the uncertainty (and thus the information) of the
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I'll:. 3. Rcsponses in thc optic ncrvc (Jllncemcnt shown)
nhtnined in the nwake atropinized and, curarized cat.
(Thcsc responses disappear when the nerve is cut central
to the electrode placement-Spi~eI1C~r';al:" 1965.)
. ' / \ / . \;:~. "<'I·.;.

system. As noted by Lindsley (1961) low voltage
fast EEG activity indicates desynchronization; and
desynchronization of neural activity suggests an
increased capacity to handle information: Neural
elements are independent of each other and thus
available to function as separate information processin~ channels. Thus we might quip that the 1967
model of the arousal theory of elllOtion has built
into it a measure of uncertainty.
This is as far as the arousal theories-or, as we
might now better call them, the uncertainty theories-of emotion can take us. This does not mean
tha.t th.is is all ther~},sk~~7.~;L?~g~~liili;*'i'he concept of
activatIon, so often coupled WIth mat of arousal,
suggests that disruption of control is also involved.
Rut before the relationship between uncertainty and
control can become clear we need to return to the
expectancy-based servol heories. The Schachter results are not yet accounted for: The nonspecific
aspects, the augmentation of this or that feeling,
can be handled by llllc,ertainty theory; the specificities of emotions continue, to be .elusive.
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FIG. 4. Effects of stimulation of the po~tcrior "a~~ociation" corll':'t of a cat on a visual receptive field recorded from it
neural unit in the optic tract. (These recorrl~ are marie by moving a ~pot with an X-Y plotter controlled by a small
general purpose computcr-PDP-8-which al~o records the number of impulses emitted by lhe unit at every location
of the spot. The record shown is a section parallel to and 2 SD ahove the background firing level of the unit. Note
the dramatic change in the configuration of the receptive field, especiall~' after ~timuJation of the posterior "association" corte:'t-IT, inferotemporaJ.)

REQUISITE VARIETY AND SELF-CONTlWL

These specificities suggest that there is hlore 10
emotion than quantitative disequilibration and uncertainty, more than the disruption of the psychological process. The specifics of emotion suggest
the operation of a variety of processes engrlged in
changing the states of equilibrium and in elaborating specific types of control to meet specific expectancies. Intensity begets temporal as well as
spatial consequences in the nervous system.
One road open to the organism in his recourse to
variety in control is to act on his environment. As
I have indicated elsewhere (Pribram, 1963) whenever a homeostatic system .becomes stabilized, new
sensitivities develop lind new techniques, new programs, are adduced to hllndle these new sensitivities.
For example, when thermostats were initially introduced into homes, the occupants for the first time
became aware of the chilling effect the cooling of
the outside walls produce at sunset because of the
radiation of body heat to those walls. Outside-wall
thermostats were therefore introduced, adding variety to the control of heating in houses. This
spiralling aspect of the functions of biologiclll control mechanisms is neglected in the more usual
formulatio~s of the homeostatic process and in the
arguments levied against biological servotheory.
But action is not the only way in which an
organism can achieve variety in control. The possibility exists that he may exert self-control, i.e.,
make internal adjustments with his neurological
systems, adjustments that will lead to reequilibration without recourse to lIction. lHy thesis will he

that these internal adjustments are an important
part of the experience of emotions.
There is now good neurophysiological evidence
that such internal adjustments are possible and
commonplace. A large number of experiments have
been done to show that the organism's input channels and even the sensory receptors themselves, are
subject to efferent control by the central nervous
system. A recent series of studies performed in
my laboratories demonstrated corticohlgal ,influence
as far peripherally as the cochlear. rilid~hs~cil1d optic
tract, originating in the so-ca"ed'~~~~ciatio~ areas
(Dewson, Nobel, & Pribram, 1966; Noble & Dewson, 1966; Spinelli & Pribram, 1966, 1967; Spinelli,
Pribram, & Weingarten, 1965; Spinelli & Weingarten, 1966; Weingarten & Spinelli, 1966).
Changes in c1ick- and flash-evoked recovery cycles
were shown in these locations: Even the size and
occasionally the shape of receptive fields of units in
the visual system could be altered by stimulation of
this cortex.
The recovery cycle data are of special interest
here. When a double click or a double flash is
ltsed to evoke a neural response, the amplitude of
the second of the pair of .r~~pqnses serves as an
indicator of the duration over which a part of the
system is occupied in processing the first of the pair
of inputs. A depression in the amplitude of the
second of the pair of responses thus indicates a
longer recovery-a longer processing time for a
signal within the channel. Such an increase in
processing time effectively desynchronizes the
channel to repetitive inputs: Fewer fibers are availahle for processing any given signal in' the series.
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Prolongation of recovery thus reduCf~s rt·f!lIndancy
in the channcl. At any momcnt l110re infol'llwlion
can be processed provided the systcm has sufr,cient
reserve redundancy, and there is good evidcnce that
this is so (Attneave, 1954; Barlow, 1961). Thus
the rate of information processing is enhanced.
What is interesting in our experiments is that
stimulation of the so-called as~;ocia tion cortex (the
inferotemP9ral area) reduces redundancy, while
stimulatioh of another arca (the frontal) cnhances

"
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redllndancy in the visllal systel11. These opposing
effects operafe e~scntially either to "opcn" the
organism to his environment, allowing more rapid
information processing to go on; or, conversely, to
"close down" the input channels so as to limit, to
focus for a longer time, on fewer aSliecls of the
available stimulus configuration.
The results of these experiments suggest that the
organism has at least two ways in which he can
inlern<llly adjust his uncertainly, neither of which
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Frr.. 5. This figure reports the percentnge of chnnge in the second of n pair of responses recorded with small macroelectrodes in the visual cortex of fully awake monkeys
when exposed to pairs of j/fIJ/,rs with nml without electrical stimulation of the "association" cortex. (The records were made with a smnll ~pecinl purpose computed-CATwhich allowed the summation of a lar~e number of responses-50 for each dntn point for
each subject, four subjects per ~rnup reported. Note the depression of the ,second of the
pair of responses when the posterior-IT-cortex, and their enhancement when the
frontal-F-cortex is stimul~ted. No change is observed when the electrical stimul~tion
is mnde in the parietnl region-Spinelli & Pribram. 1966. 191i7,)
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cntails action. One way is to increasc t he rate wit h action, and emu! iUII. There is now ample evidence,
which he handles informlltion, the other is to dc- some of which I have reviewed here, that when an
crease that rate. One mechanism "opens" the organism perceives he is forming an image, an inorganism to input, the other restricts input. In- ternal representation of his environment. 1\'Iiller ,
ternal adjustment can thus be attempted either Galanter, and I in Plans and the Stmcture oj Bethrough closer coupling with the external environ- lravior (Miller, Galanter, & Pribram, 1960) argued
ment or by minimizing the external and placinR rc- that when an organism acts he is making an extcrnal representation of his plans, the neural proIiance on internal configurations.
in his head-his motives, intentions, and
grams
Another way of stating this is to say that convalues.
Tolman (1932) and also Skinner (1938)
trol may be manifested in one of two dispositions or
had
earlier
pointed out that an act is to be defined
attitudes: a participatory attitude which facilitates
that operant conditioner's "reby
its
outcomes,
the rate of information processing; or a preparatory
sponses"
were
the
marks of behavior left on the
attitude which diminishes uncertainty by allowing
paper
fed
through
the
cumulative recorder. These
the organism to repair to previous, acceptahle states
marks
can
now
be
identified
realistically as external
of organization.
and other physiorepresentations
of
deprivation
In short, the specificities of emotion as viewed
here are the result of a process called, in engineer- logical states and the expectations of the organism
ing, the "Law of Requisite Variety." The capacity set up by the schedules of cues and reinforcers.
of an organism to regulate, to control, can at" best To social scientists and humanists, of course, the
equal its capacity to process information. In concept of act as a representation is certainly
biological systems the converse also holds: The familiar.
To turn to emotion within this framework is to
capacity of an organism, whose channels are also
capable of storage through the mechanism of habitu- suggest the obvious statement that emotion exation, to process information can at best equal its presses the relationship between perception and accapacity to maintain control. A greater informa- tion. Another way of stating this is to say that
tion processing demand on such a channel with emotion relates information processing and control
storage characteristics can lead to greater uncer- mechanisms, image, and plan. As suggested in the
.tainty; as already noted, this can be biologically previous section of this paper, this relationship dedisruptive. Only by building up variety of COll- pends on the Law of Requisite Variety. According
trol through habituation can the organism keep to this view, whenever the organism is operating
pace with the increasing complexity to which it beyond the hounds of requisite variety he becomes
becomes sensitive-the increase in interests aroused motivated, emotional, or both. The relationships
-whenever stability is achieved. Thus a reciprocal appear to be the following.
When the v<lriety of perceptions exceeds to some
neurophysiological mechanism is needed.
considerahle
extent the repertory of action availThe orienting-habituation studies provide evi.
able
to
the
organism
he is motivated to, I.e., atdence that such a reciprocal mechanism actually
tempts
to
extend
this
repertory. Whenever this
operates to alter almost simultaneously the orattempt
fails,
is
nonreinforced,
frustrated, or interganism's information handling capacity and his
rupted,
the
organism
becomes
of necessity emocapacity for taking measures of self-control. Furtional,
i.e.,
he
must
resort
to
mechanisms
of selfther, two modes of control have been experimentally
regulation,
self-control.
Further,
on
the
basis
of
identified-one functioning as a participatory, the
is
likely
when
the
probability
experience,
emotion
other as a preparatory, altitude toward input.
of reinforcement from action is deemed low.
The converse situation produces a relatively
TIIF: Ex I'ERTENCE AND TIIF: EXPRF:SSION OF
"n<lt" 1l10tivationless and emotionless state. When
EMOTION
the repertory of actions exceeds the variety of perWith these data in mind, I wiII now try to meet ceptions, the constructed external representation
head-on the problem posed by this new neuroloRY comprises a larger and larger share of the organism's
for our view of emotion. Perhaps the clearest perceptions until a means-ends reversal takes place:
approach is to resort to that old-fashioned trilogy The medium hecomes the message. This situation
and ask what fhe difference is hetween percept'ion, occurs only when the organism restricts his per-
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ceplion to a limi1crl, relalively "c1mwd-systelll" part
of his universe. To deal with this inversion he
Illust "opcn" himself to variety-in tmlay's language he must take a "trip."
The suggestion is, therefore, that motivation and
emotion occur when the organism attempts to extend his control tn the limits of what he perceives.
To the t'xtent that this attempt is appraised as
feasible at any mOlnent thl' organism is motivated;
tn the extent that the attempt is appraised infeasihle
at any moment, the organism---unless he is to
"give up"-becomes of necessity emotional, i.e.,
he relies on self-regulatory mcchanisms: either to
participate in the uncontrollable or to prepare for
another attempt. :Motivation and emotion thus go
hand in hand. But motive implies action, the
formation of an external representat ion; e-motion,
on the other hand, implies the opposite, i.e., to be
out of, or away from, action . .11'0 be emotional is
to be, to an extent, "possessed," i.e., to be controlled. Motivation and emotion, action and passion, to be effective afl(1 to be affective: These are
the organism's polar mechanisms for accomplishing
requisite variety when he perceives more than he
can accomplish. As already noted: When he can
accomplish more than he perceives, a whole new
set of techniques must be brought to hear-thc
consciousness expanders so popular today, are, according to this view, a corrallary of our technologically proficient society.
This conception of emotions as neural processes
that structure il1PUt, i.e., moods, interests, and attitudes, allows the inclusion of "positive" as well as
"negative" emotions. No longer is emotion just
disruptive-though expected or actual disruption of
action initiates the emotion. Nor is emotion, in
this context, to be necessarily avoided. Excessively rapid· action without due deliberationwhether painful or exhilerating- is viewed as extreme as is excessive passion and inaCtion.
Finally, a word about the expression of emotions.
According to the above analysis, the expression of
emotion~ indicates that an internal proce~s of control, rather than action, is operative in the organism's allempt to aCCl)mp1i~h requi~ite variety.
1n a social environment (or to the organism himseH) such expres~ions ~erve as communicative signals which are usefully read and taken into account in further interactions. Such affcctive signals
often signify the inlention~ of the organism as
clearly as do his act inns· -t hey suggcst, however,

Ihal acliun at the nHlmclll, for olle reason or anot her, is in feasible.
At this point the physiological p.sychologist can
leave the field of ~motion to his colleagues. The
experimental psychologist knows well the manipulation of expectancy; the social scientist is thoroughly
versed in uncertainty: the psychotherapist deals
daily with the prohlelll of con(rol; (he ethologist
has detailed Ihe ~ocial significance of emotional
l'xpression; and the p;;ychoa nalyst has been deeply
concerned with the signal aspect of affect. The
slTllclural view of brain mechanisms presented here
-an information processing servo~ystem set to
operate within the law of requisite variety-it is
hoped points tip the pertinence of each of these
aspects to each other and to a prahlI'm which so
vitally concerns tiS all: emotion.
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